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Adin Ballou: April 23, 1803 – August 5, 1890

Ballou was the founder of the
Hopedale utopian community
(present day Hopedale, MA). His
thinking influenced Leo Tolstoy’s
thinking, which in turn influenced
Mahatma Gandhi.
“We are Christians... Our religion is
love. Our only law is the will of God...
We belong to that kingdom of “righteousness, peace, and joy”...; whose throne is
holiness, whose scepter is truth, whose
greatness is humility, whose preeminence is
service, whose patriotism is love of enemies,
whose heroism is forbearance, whose glory
is self-sacrifice, whose wealth is charity,
whose triumphs are salvation. Therefore,
we can make no earthly object our chief
good, nor be governed by any motive but the
love of Right, nor compromise duty with
worldly convenience, nor seek the preservation of our property, our reputation, our
personal liberty, or our life, by the sacrifice
of Conscience. We cannot live merely to eat,
drink, sleep, gratify our sensual appetites,
dress, display ourselves, acquire property,
and be accounted great in this world; but to
do good.
We cannot be governed by the will of
man,... We can take no part in the politics,
the administration, or the defense of those
governments, either by voting at their polls,
holding their offices, aiding in the execution
of their legal vengeance, fighting under their
banners, claiming their protection against
violence, seeking redress in their courts,
petitioning their legislatures to enact laws,
or obeying their unrighteous requirements...
We cannot employ carnal weapons nor
any physical violence whatsoever to compel
moral agents to do right, or to prevent their

doing wrong — not even for the preservation of our lives. We cannot render evil for
evil, railing for railing, wrath for wrath,
nor revenge insults and injuries, nor lay up
grudges, nor be overcome of evil, nor do otherwise than “love our enemies, bless them
that curse us, do good to them that hate us,
and pray for them that despitefully use us
and persecute us.”...
We cannot be cruel, even to the beasts
of the earth... We cannot be indifferent to
the sufferings of distressed humanity, nor
treat the unfortunate with contempt. But
we hold ourselves bound to do good, as we
have opportunity, unto all mankind; to
feed the hungry, clothe the naked, minister
to the sick, visit the imprisoned, entertain
the stranger, protect the helpless, comfort the
afflicted, plead for the oppressed, seek the
lost, lift up the fallen, rescue the ensnared,
reclaim the wandering, reform the vicious,
enlighten the benighted, instruct the young,
admonish the wayward, rebuke the scornful,
encourage the penitent, confirm the upright,
and diffuse a universal charity.
We cannot go with a multitude to do
evil, nor take part with the mighty against
the feeble, nor excite enmity between the
rich and the poor, nor stand aloof from the
friendless, nor abandon them that take
refuge with us, nor court the great, nor

despise the
small, nor
be afraid
of the terrible, nor
take advantage of
the timid,
nor show
respect of
persons,
nor side
with a
friend in
what is wrong, nor oppose an enemy in
what is right, nor forbid others to do good
because they follow not us, nor set up names
and forms above personal holiness, nor
refuse to cooperate with any man, class, or
association of men on our own principles in
favor of righteousness, nor contemn any new
light, improvement, excellence, which may
be commended to our attention from any
direction whatsoever.
We cannot neglect our brethren in
their adversity, nor call anything our own
when their necessities demand relief, nor
be silent when they are unjustly accused or
reproached.”
(excerpted from Standard of Practical
Christianity) W

W We celebrate liturgy, usually a Catholic Mass, on the
first Tuesday of every month except July or August. We
gather at 18 Clark St. at 7:30 PM.
W Please join Brian in his vigil for an end to war and
torture. You can find him every Friday standing outside the
Federal Building on Main St. in Hartford. Bring an appropriate
sign and an appropriate spirit.

Broken Bridges and Renegade Flowers

Christopher J. Douçot

During our first week of camp
every year we have just our counselors and junior counselors for a
week of setting up and goofing off.
Our mix this year was wonderfully
diverse: Cullen is Beth’s twenty one
year old son who grew up in Wethersfield, Kaitlyn is twenty and attends
UMASS, Dan is fifteen and lives in
the south End. They are all white.
Raquel is a seventeen year old immigrant from St. Lucia who attends East
Catholic H.S. Chas, Anthony and
Tylon are middle school aged kids
from our neighborhood. They are all
Black. Ellie is a Puerto Rican girl and
Dwayne is a biracial boy- both from
East Hartford and Eli is a white high
school kid from Voluntown. Rural,
urban and suburban; white, Black,
and brown; male and female: this
crew gelled into a tight team over the
summer. In the best way they reminded me of the 2004 Red Sox, the
so-called “idiots” who came together
as a team to win the first World Series
in Boston in nearly a century.
Their first day, though, was a bit
harrowing as the bridge spanning
the Biven Brook behind our camp
collapsed with them all running and
jumping on it. Miraculously no one
was hurt and so they all thought it
was an exciting way to begin the summer.
The woods aren’t quiet they’re just
filled with different sounds, that of
cicada chirps and owl hoots, fisher
cat howls and zephyr bellows through
the leafy reed of the tree top canopy.
Upon our return to Hartford one
week we were greeted with the blare
of sirens and Olivia sighed at this
sudden and immediate aural assault as
she recalled the brook.
Biven Brook roars in May, babbles
in June, trickles in July and whispers
in August. The cascading splash of
her water lulls us to sleep each night
of camp. The brook runs through our
camp and the Pachaug Forest before joining forces with the Pachaug

River as it winds toward Beachdale,
Sawmill, Doane, and Glasgo ponds
before disappearing into Pachaug
Pond in Griswold. Standing on a rock
in the middle of Biven Brook one can
see up and downstream a hundred
yards or so but only fifty yards or so

Enajia and a salamander

to the left and right since the forest is
so thick with White Pine, Hemlock,
Oak and Maple trees. Even at the
end of August the brook has some
three and four foot holes which hold
a handful of six inch long orange
bellied, brown and red polka-dotted
native brook trout.
By midsummer the brute palette
of green and brown hues that form
the forest was punctuated by a speck
of orange that dangled at the end
of an elegant stem. It was the blossom of an American tiger lily (Lilium
superbum) that had taken hold on an
island the size of a bedside table. This
species is endangered in several states;
in part because it competes with the
invasive Tiger Daylily (Hemerocallis
fulva), which is a native of Asia and a
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favorite of homeowners for the ease
with which it propagates. I thought
it was beautiful; the kids were nonplussed.
One afternoon the kids formed
teams of two and conducted a natural
scavenger hunt. Traipsing along the
forest path and looking under rocks
by the brook the kids found frogs,
toads, and salamanders, acorns, pine
cones, red leaves and yellow leaves
but no snakes, butterflies or feathers.
Eli was an especially good hunter
having grown up in the forest just a
half mile from our camp. For most of
the campers this was their first time
seeing and touching a frog, toad and/
or a salamander. Close encounters
with a few amphibians were just a few
first time experiences this summer. A
few years back wild raspberries began
to appear. They ripen around the
third week of camp and are like candy
hanging from a thorn bush. With my
fingers stained red I cajoled and finally convinced Olivia that they were
not just okay to eat but outrageously
good; none of the campers had ever
seen wild raspberries before.
The site of our camp is the darkest place at night along the eastern
seaboard between Boston and Washington. At night the stars seem to be
within the reach of even the youngest, shortest arms; every night it’s as
if God turns a new page on a cosmic
popup book. The vast expanse recalls
in us a child’s perspective of just how
big the world is and of just how small
we sometimes seem to be. The annual
Perseid meteor shower usually takes
place after camp is over. It did so this
year but Jackie and Dwight laid on
the back deck like little kids oohing
as each comet sparked upon contact
with our atmosphere.
During one week of camp we had
a bit of rain and so we were comfortable having a campfire. As bats
swooped overhead we told scary
stories and toasted marshmallows.
It was the first campfire for most of

(Please see: Bridges ,p4)

On Bridges, cont.

the girls in the circle. Earlier that day
after thunder and lightning chased us
off the beach we took in a movie- another first for two of the girls.
Most of our week is spent at Finn
Beach, named for the Finnish people
who settled in Voluntown during
the first decades of the Twentieth
century, and on Beach Pond. While
Jackie, Beth and the counselors
swam with the kids I took one
or two at a time fishing on our
tiny Boston Whaler. My fishing
counselor this year was Eli; he
did an outstanding job baiting
hooks and returning fish to the
deeps. This is my favorite time
at camp. Every summer I take
a few dozen kids on their first
boat ride, I’m with them as they
go fishing for the first time and
I laugh with them as they catch
their first ever fish. Time slows
down on the boat as we are out
for an hour or so without electronic gizmos, cellphone service
or a Wi-fi connection. Artificially
conditioned impatience and distractedness melt away as the kids
focus on the wind and the water,
the fish below, the birds above
and the dragon flies that hover
about before setting down on the
tip of our fishing poles.
When we arrive in Voluntown
every Monday morning we stop
first at Campbell’s Farm Stand on
Rte. 138 in Griswold. The seventh
generation of Campbells currently
live at the farm. We have been buying plums, peaches, blueberries, corn
on the cob and watermelon from
Farmer Campbell from the beginning. The young women who run
the register are always welcoming of
the kids with me and if he is around
Farmer Campbell will often give us
a free watermelon or dozen ears of
corn. We next stop at the bait shop
in Voluntown for a couple dozen
nightcrawlers. We love shopping at
local bait stores instead of Cabela’s
because we want to support small

businesses and local bait shops are
the best source of knowledge on local
fishing holes. Outside of the baitshop
there is a pathetic five gallon stagnant
pool with a lone goldfish (Carassius
auratus) hugging the oft-broken water
pump/filter. Like the Tiger Day lily
the gold fish is an invasive species.
It is wanted only when and where it
can be contained. Where it escapes it
quickly dominates an eco-system and

wreaks havoc on native species. Close
relatives of the goldfish, Asian Carp
(Hypophthalmichthys nobilis) have overtaken the Mississippi river system and
are now threatening the Great Lakes.
At Finn Beach and the baitshop
the first time experiences of our kids
came to a crashing halt as they, we,
experienced- again, racist hatred. The
first incident occurred while I was
out on the lake fishing with a group
of kids when a car slowed down at
the beach and the young men inside
hurled the Nigger bomb at our kids.
Fortunately the young racists didn’t
have much vocal strength, so with

the kids in the water only our
4
adults heard their racist blast.
And yes, I have spelled out the word
Nigger. Let me do it in capital letters: NIGGER!. In 2015 young white
people are still spitting this invective
hoping to hurt children. I hope you’re
offended to have read the word NIGGER. I can’t be polite, I won’t be
polite, when people are trying to hurt
children. If you, our largely white and
middle class readers, are offended
that is your conscience demanding
that you do something meaningful to bring about racial justice in
America. If you’re not offended
then you must be tired or perhaps
you don’t care because you think it
is not your problem. These privileged attitudes are the succor that
maintains the deep roots of racism
during the periods when the visible
buds of racism (Confederate flags,
burning crosses, and epithet spewing buffoons) seem to have fallen
away.
Our second racist experience
this summer was in a way more
troubling. It took place inside the
baitshop when I went there without
any of the Black or Brown kids that
normally accompany me. In twenty
years I have never ever sniffed a
remote scent of racist baloney at the
baitshop but one day this summer
I walked in on an incredible conversation. A sixty something year
old, recently retired white New
York transplant was speaking with
the forty something year old white
clerk. I was the only other person
in the store. The conversation was
about how more “Blacks” have been
“showing up in town”. The New Yorker
was angry since he had left the city
to “get away from those people” who were
then blamed for the drug problems in
Voluntown- which is ridiculous since
white people are more likely to deal
drugs and Black people are more
likely to go to jail for drugs.
Oblivious to my jaw on the floor
they continued “that by themselves” a
single Black person is ok, but “where

(Please see: Bridges ,p6)

On Care for our Common Home, Indeed

Lynn Campbell

“The earth, our home, is beginning to
look more and more like an immense pile of
filth.” Pope Francis minces no words
in his recent encyclical, “ Laudato
Si’ –On Care for our Common
Home.” His experience among the
poor positions him to take such a
strong stance. Originally thought of
as the climate change encyclical, it is
much more about the interconnections of a global crisis and the need
for an “integral ecology” that integrates human well-being and care for
the environment. The
title is taken from the
words of the Canticle
of St. Francis of Assisi
and can be translated
as “Praise Be”, reflecting St. Francis’ love
for the poor and
gratitude for God’s
creation.
The timing of its
release is of no coincidence, as it comes
before his visit to the
U.S. in September
and the U.N. negotiations in December. This encyclical,
addressed to “all people of goodwill,”
advances Catholic Social Teaching,
identifies an urgent global challenge,
and calls all of us to conversion and
action.

Advances Catholic Social Teaching
The encyclical builds on years
of Catholic Social Teaching from
previous popes. It also cites statements of bishops’ conferences of
many nations, where so many suffer
from inequality and environmental
degradation. For example, the New
Zealand bishops asked: “what the
commandment ‘Do not kill’ means when
‘twenty percent of the world’s population
consumes resources at a rate that robs poor
nations and future generations of what they
need to survive.’” (95) Such references
validate the authenticity of the issues

and emphasize the importance of
the relationship building necessary
to address this global crisis.
Prevalent themes throughout the
encyclical include human dignity,
solidarity, and subsidiarity. Pope
Francis links respect of life to human dignity and care for the natural
world. He ties lack of concern for
others to environmental degradation and poverty. The theme of
interconnectedness is repeated
throughout the encyclical: “When
we fail to acknowledge as part of real-

ity the worth of a poor person, a human
embryo, a person with disabilities…it
becomes difficult to hear the cry of nature
itself; everything is connected.” (117) To
be faithful to our God who loves
all of creation, we too must love all
of creation. God created the world
for everyone and we have a role in
continuing the work of creation.
He presents this global crisis as
a moral issue, and states that any efforts to address climate change must
be consistent with moral teaching
on human life and dignity, stating:
“Concern for the environment needs
to be joined to a sincere love for our fellow human beings and an unwavering
commitment to resolving the problems
of society. Peace, justice and the preservation of creation are three absolutely
interconnected themes, which cannot
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be separated and treated individually
without once again falling into reductionism.” (91-92)

An urgent global challenge
Climate change represents one
of the principal challenges facing
humanity in our day. Pointing to
a global inequality, Pope Francis
indicates that those who are most
affected have the least resources to
adapt. Referring to the earth as our
“Common Home”, Pope Francis
embraces “very solid scientific consensus” that humans are contributing to climate
change. He points
to consumerism
and wastefulness
as major contributors. He is also
concerned about
the effects of the
advancement of
technology. While
acknowledging the benefits
that science and
technology have
made to human
kind, the human
and environmental costs must be
taken into consideration . He emphasizes that too often we wait until
peoples’ health has been affected to
take action. A dialogue is needed to
proactively take into account human impact of our technological
advances.
“Pace of consumption, waste and environmental change has so stretched the
planet’s capacity that our contemporary
lifestyle, unstainable as it is, can only
precipitate catastrophes, such as those
which even now periodically occur in
different areas of the world. The effects
of the present imbalance can only be
reduced by our decisive action, here and
now.” (161)

(Please see: Our Home ,p7)
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you find one you find a family” which has
caused “an infestation” of Black people
in Voluntown!!!!
Here’s the thing- these white men
were completely comfortable speaking this way because they were in
a completely white space. This is
why Mr. George, the old Black
man who spent the last forty
years of his life in the Green
House before we owned it and
the first forty living in pre-Civil
Rights era Georgia, answered my
query about where he preferred
to live as a Black man by telling
me that he preferred “the snake
in the road to the snake in the grass.”
Indeed.
This ugliness has burned in
my gut all summer. When I bring
it up the response I most often
get is “but there are a lot of good people
in Voluntown too.” Of course there
are and those people need to do
more than be nice to our kids to
be good. I don’t know where I
heard this, maybe I made it up,
but it only takes a teaspoon of
salt to ruin a good cup of water.
That’s how I’m feeling much of
the time these days about our
world.
After camp ended and after
the American tiger lily lost its
blossom a new dash of color in

the forest caught my eye. On a different micro-island a lone Indian Paintbrush (Lobelia cardinalis) bloomed. A
single strand of sunlight illuminated
it’s deep crimson petals that were
then reflected in a still pool of blue
Biven brook water. It was gorgeous,
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fragile and vulnerable; that
it blossoms at all in the deep
cover of the forest is a testament to
the resilience of life, and the determination of beauty, to break through
any crack in a system that tries to
keep it down. I keep thinking about
the gold fish and the Tiger Day
lily, about how they are removed
from their community to serve
their owners in captivity only
to be reviled when they break
free and become invasive. But
here’s another thing- though
Black people were removed from
their communities to serve their
owners in captivity they are not
a separate species of humanity. There is only one species of
humanity- Homo sapiens.
By the end of summer I had
built a new bridge over Biven
Brook naming it the Adin Ballou
Memorial Bridge (see p.2). By
summer’s end Eli, Kaitlyn, Chas,
Tylon, Ellie, Raquel, Cullen and
Dan had also built a new bridge
as the racist ways of the old
world continue to rot beneath
their feet.
No life can be forever contained, forever held down. Life,
love, will find an opening, a
shaft of goodness, a bridge of
hope, and it will spread; and we
will rejoice.W

The Hartford Catholic Worker And The Holy Family Passionist Retreat Center present
White Like Me: Reflections on Race from a Privileged Son
Race, Racism & White Privilege in America
Wednesday – September 30, 2015
Discussion to follow movie
6:45 p.m. – 8:45 p.m.
Holy Family Passionist Retreat Center
303 Tunxis Road - West Hartford, CT
White Like Me: In his controversial documentary, author/scholar Tim Wise
explores how racial identity and whiteness influence the lives of white Americans, by examining how they have impacted his own life. What does it really mean to be ‘white in America’?

Our Home, cont.

Pope Francis expresses disappointment in progress to address
this global crisis, the lack of political will, and the weak international
responses. He indicates that those
with power and influence are often
removed from the poor and blind to
the reality of the crisis.

Call to action
Pope Francis calls upon individuals, organizations, corporations, and
countries to eliminate extreme poverty
and to address climate change. He
does not offer a set of proposed policies but calls for a new dialogue regarding how we are shaping our planet.
First World countries bear a
greater responsibility for providing
solutions to the problems they have
largely caused, and owe a “social” and
“ecological debt” (30, 51-2) to less developed countries. Under the guidance
of subsidiarity, they must make
sure that approaches include active
involvement of local people and
respect for human dignity. He also
calls for a united approach among
nations.
Individuals are called upon to examine our own lifestyles: energy use,
consumption, and consumerism.
We must try our best to live rightly
within the world. We are called

upon to put political pressure on authorities. In order to take action, we
need a change of heart –an individual (and community) change of heart.
We need to see the interconnectedness between our lives and that of
our global neighbors. We need to
combat individualism and recognize
that we have a shared responsibility
for others and the world. Pope Francis states: “Many things have to change
course, but it is we human beings above all
who need to change.”(202). Our spirituality must motivate us to protect our
world. Only then can we resist participation in this “throwaway culture”
and take steps to lead simpler, fuller
lives, to grow closer to God and
each other, and to better protect our
common home.
A resource to help individuals
learn more and take action is the
Catholic Climate Covenant. Catholic Relief Services has also set up a
Pope Francis Climate page.W
(Lynn Campbell is the director
of the Office for Catholic Social
Justice of the Archdiocese of Hartford. To learn more about the office
subscribe to the office’s monthly
electronic newsletter at www.catholicsocialjustice.org)
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Lineage

Kate Foran

for Nelson Johnson
When the great organizer—
who came to Greensboro
from Halifax County
with nothing much but
the knowledge he’d been
cradled by sharecropper hands,
the withered hands of
former slaves
that pressed on him memory
and a charge—
who when he preaches
and the congregation hums, they call
the ancestors up from the ground,
and out from behind the hush harbors-who is known on the other side of town
as Agitator, Communist, Dangerous-who makes community
with the ones they called
No Count, Triflin, Laz y,
now Criminal, Gangsta, Thug-when this man sees his little granddaughter
across the room and his eyes shine
and her eyes light up-maybe he calls her Honey, Sugar, Sweetheart,
but usually he crouches down,
arms outstretched and calls
Hello, SomebodyW

Nathan Orr

Opportunity Doesn’t Always Knock First

Opportunity. The first word that
comes to mind when I think about
college. College is an open door to
learning not only in a classroom,
but learning through interacting
with hundreds of people with different dreams, values, and stories.
My name is Nathan Orr and I am
a Hartford native aspiring to be a
Certified Public Accountant and
small business owner. This fall I will
be continuing my academic career
at Goshen College. Coming from
a single parent household, I didn’t
whole-heartedly believe that college
was a feasible option for me
because I knew my mother
would not be able to afford
it. I always perceived college
to be a privilege. I am aware
that there are plenty of people
who would do anything to be
in my position right now.
I am aware to the fact that
people that hold a bachelor
degree can potentially earn
up to a million dollars more
than a person with just a high
school diploma. I am aware
that due to competitiveness
to landing a job, completing college
is virtually imperative. Despite those
inevitable truths, I am a firm advocate of going to college for different
reasons. College is a place where
people learn a vast amount about
themselves. Mom and Dad aren’t
there to tell me to do my homework,
wake up on time, or study. It is all
on me. Being at college granted me
a sense of independence and responsibility. It’s a time where I can
learn the vital tools needed to go on
through life on my own. College is
a time where I can potentially meet
lifelong friends, business connections, or maybe even my future wife!
Furthermore, college is important to me because it is yet another
reminder that learning never stops
even after I graduate. I finally
learned in my first two years of col-

lege that life is a learning process!
Just because I am going to school
for accounting doesn’t mean that I
can’t add a new hobby or passion.
Just being around people that
are different from me lets me know
vividly what I stand for. With all of
the different clubs and events at my
school – most of which are free – I
was able to try new things. While I
was attending college, I joined the
black student union. One of the
many lessons that I have learned
while being a part of the Black
Student Union was when to take
initiative. In life, rarely anything is

just given to anyone. When the BSU
needed funding for an event, we had
to get up and do fundraisers. If it
weren’t for me attending college, I
wouldn’t have experiences like being
a part of BSU.
As mentioned earlier in this essay, the idea of college brings me
to the idea of opportunities. Not
many people my age are granted
the opportunities that I have. A
college education would enable
me to return to Hartford with my
newfound knowledge and use it to
help people. One of my long term
goals for myself is to open up small
businesses within the community to
grant kids from Hartford an opportunity to have a little summer job.
Without a college education, this
vision of mine becomes muddled. I
recently realized that personal suc-
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cess doesn’t mean anything if I can’t
use it to make a positive impact on
someone’s life.
College is a chance for me to
be someone to look up to for my
younger siblings. I am the first
person in my immediate family to
attend a four year right after high
school. I want to use my college
experience to show my younger and
older siblings, that there is never a
wrong point in time to want to further their education. I want to show
my siblings to never be complacent.
In my view, college is the best way
(so far) that I can do that.
I know that college isn’t
absolutely necessary to live a
full and happy life. There are
plenty of people who go on
to learn a trade, or follow a
passion where college isn’t a
prerequisite. I think college
is a great place to go even if
you don’t know exactly what
you want to do yet. There are
so many majors and certifications to try. It isn’t uncommon to find a student that is
undecided or have switched
their majors. College is a
chance for me to escape the rat race
of working at a job that I could care
less about just to collect a paycheck.
I am convinced that once I graduate, I’ll have more opportunities to
improve myself as an individual as
part of the real world. College is the
gateway for me to prove to myself
and the world that I can make an
impact on the world. W
( Nathan is a young man from our
neighborhood. He left Goshen College last
year because of financial contraints. He
spent the year taking classes at Capitol
Community College and working at three
jobs in order to re-enroll at Goshen. As
registration approached he was still short
$2000+. Because of the generosity of our
supporters we were able to provide him with
a $1000 scholarship.)

Notes, cont.

It will cost about $4 million to clean, just
about what the cost overrun the new baseball
stadium is already estimated to be running
at. Hmm. The first few days of school parents
and children came to Clark as they had all
last year to catch the buses to the temporary
locations but there were no busses and no one
from the school. Most folks walked home in
frustration. Over and over we see things happening at Clark that would never happen at a
white school in a white neighborhood. People
wonder why we ask over and over if BLACK
LIVES MATTER?
As we made dinner tonight and met
with Cassie our Husky Sport /Public Ally,
Dwight and Brian called us to the front porch.
Speeding down Clark Street were 8 police cars,
2 armored vehicles filled with camoflauge clad
men bearing m-16 rifles, and at least 5 undercover police vans. Minutes later a helicopter
swung down lower than the rooftops of some
of the houses. They screeched to a stop at the
end of Clark Street in front of Dwight’s old
apartment building. All of our neighbors came
outside to stare in astonishment. It was frightening. We had no idea what would come next.
Hours later… it seemed we would be safe.
All of us remarked on how many of those
living in other countries live in this atmosphere constantly because of our military
interventions. In those places during a trip
to the corner store, a person can be killed by
a drone or a suicide bomber. Here, someone
can be killed in gang crossfire or by the hands
of police enforcing the drug laws. It seems
from our perspective far from white suburbia
that the world has become a war zone. In our
increasing use of violence and militarized
police forces both home and abroad we have
created ISIS and in our fear unleashed poverty
at home of epic proportions.
According to the National Center For
Children in Poverty , “More than 16 million
children in the United States – 22% of all children – live in families with incomes below the
federal poverty level.” “In fiscal year 2015, military spending is projected to account for 54
percent of all federal discretionary spending,
a total of $598.5 billion.” How do we as Christians dare to believe that we put our trust
and faith in God? We put our trust, Faith and
money in weapons and killing. We are killing
overtly in war and covertly by the massive

drain of resources and climate damage. When
God asks us at the end of our lives what we
did for the least of our brothers and sisters
what shall we say? We wonder why anyone is
surprised by the violence in Hartford where
24 people have been killed since January. The
chickens come home to roost.
As we were cleaning out Camp Ahimsa the
week before school started I got a very disturbing phone call from Chris. One of the Green
House kids (now a young man) affectionately
known as Big Anthony or ‘Big Ant” had been
arrested for murder. I literally sat down and
cried. Almost anyone who has ever met Anthony loves him. He has the heart (and mind)
of a sweet child. He is a very big sized young
man…perhaps about 6’5’’and almost 270
pounds. Anthony loves the ocean. Anthony
loves music, art and dance. He was a mainstay
at the Green House until his family moved to
East Hartford.
We would frequently see him around
town because he walked everyplace. He has a
very distinctive voice because he very carefully annunciates every syllable of every word
he speaks, almost as if he was repeating
a phrase for someone hard of hearing. He
has autism. All of his life Anthony has been
teased and tormented by other children and
adults. This has given Ant a propensity to

Big Anthony break dancing
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temper tantrums. We have always
been very proud of our Green House
kids because they are so good at welcoming
and including other kids who are differently
abled to become part of the community. There
is no judgement and no mean teasing that is
so prevalent in the outside world. In return
the Green House kids have benefitted from
the gifts that kids like Anthony have. Quick
laughter, the love of storytelling, amazing
dance skills. Yup…no different than any other
kids that some people call “NORMAL.”
As the story unfolded, Anthony was followed into a store by a mentally ill homeless
man that was known for harassing people.
After asking the man to leave him alone
repeatedly, a fight ensued and Anthony ended
up knocking the man to the ground and beating him. After a number of weeks in intensive
care the man was taken off life support. As
we see it there are 2 victims here. The criminal blame goes to us as a society. How have
we come to a place where according to the
Huffington Post,“There are more than 300,000
inmates in American prisons that are diagnosed with mental illness. Meanwhile, there
are only around 30,000 mentally ill patients in
psychiatric facilities throughout the country.”?
Prisons and mental health care are becoming
increasingly privatized. Human beings with
mental illness and their families are suffering
without appropriate support or services.
In the case of Big Ant- and the man that
was killed, two people’s lives will never be the
same. Anthony’s fate is not much better than
the man who died. As a mentally challenged
poor Black man he will suffer horribly in prison,
where his inability to follow commands will be
seen as refusal. We are working to find a lawyer
that will defend Big Anthony.
We are praying for a world where the care
of our brothers and sisters who are the most
vulnerable can take priority over war making
and profiteering. A world where refugees fleeing the killing fields don’t drown on foreign
shores or get forced off trains in the middle
of nowhere. A world where mothers in Sudan
do not need to watch their babies starve and
Syrian fathers don’t have to gasp for air as
they try to hold their babies above the waves
as the mammas drown. Suddenly I am deeply
ashamed by my whining about bedbugs.
Please pray without ceasing for our suffering
human family.W
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Notes From De Porres House

It is about 90 degrees and humid outside.
Dwight and I are up to our elbows in clay
working on a giant MLK puppet that will be a
part of the Nightfall pageant at Keney Park on
Oct. 10th from 2 until 8 p.m. It is a wonderful
show of epic proportions. We hope you can
come see the Green House kids taking part.
Summer ended with a week of hauling
people and property from Voluntown and
a big cleaning and storing of what it takes
to feed, clothe and shelter about 18 kids per
week. We were pretty pooped out when we got
back to Hartford. The next step was to pack
up and distribute about 60 backpacks.
We moved out of Camp Ahimsa and
directly into a swarm of pestilence. We were
horrified to discover we had been invaded by
bed bugs at the Purple House and Cockroaches at the Green House. I began to check
the skies for locust and frogs… Intellectually
I know that these kinds of things can be part
and parcel of urban living in solidarity with the
poor. That sounds so lovely and dramatic. The
reality of it is that poverty stinks… and this has
been a huge drag.
We immediately set to work and emptied
our food pantry out to all our neighbors so
that we could wash scrub and spray the Green
House. At the Purple house we had to dry at
high heat every article of bedding, clothing,
curtain, coach cushion and pillow. All of our
belongings had to be put in bags and bins as
we began the spraying process. We vacuumed
with an almost religious ferocity. I began praying to St. Martin, whom legend has it could
coax the mice out of the rectory to see if he
would be so kind as to coax out the bugs. We
are keeping our prayer candle lit, and it seems
to be working.

All during this process we were keenly
aware that our attempts to control the bugs
were expensive and time consuming luxuries that could not be afforded by any of our
neighbors who suffer these things constantly.
That makes for pretty shallow solidarity. The
side effects of all this work has been that we
have all been grumpy and trying not to eat
each other alive.
Our community has two special members
now residing in Heaven as of this August.
Our beloved Anne Somsel fought valiantly
against breast cancer for many, many years.
She was an amazing mom, peace activist, wife
and public health nurse in New Haven. She
worked almost to the last days of her life. We
will miss her gentle Spirit and have promised
to drag her husband Stephen Kobasa closer
and more frequently to our doors . We
were also saddened by the passing of Jerry
Berrigan Sr. (uncle of our former community
member Jerry Berrigan and brother of Phil
and Dan Berrigan.)
Jerry, his wife Carol and daughter Carla

were family to me when I was a young Plowshares activist in Syracuse. They have been
supporters of numerous Catholic Worker
Communities. Jerry was a gifted teacher and
resister who like my Mom was well into his
80/s and still standing on the line for justice
and doing civil disobedience. We pray for both
families during this time of grief and sadness
and we pray also for a portion of their Spirit!
Presente!
September brings some shaking up of
the old order around here too. Brian leaves
just after his 71st birthday for 6 weeks in
Ireland; a long deserved break after holding down the fort while we were at Camp
all summer. Micah is moving into his own
apartment this Saturday, he has started a job
as a welder with Lily’s dad Stan and may even
be working on the new ball park. Julian, who
has lived with us for 2 years will be moving on
as well. Khiri (a Green House kid for about 10
years) spent the summer living at the Green
House and may be moving over to the Purple
house to make room for our dear friends
Paola and Gerri who will be returning from
Italy for a 6 month visit. Cullen (Baby Beth’s
son and our chief of staff with counselors) and
Ammon have both started their senior years
of college. Ammon turns 21 on September
16th! Seems like just yesterday he was going
to preschool. Speaking of preschool, Lily has
started her first week at Capitol Community
College preschool. This year Mo has decided
to finish her nursing program and we are
keeping Lily a few days a week to help out. (ed.
note: YIPEE!)
The school year got off to a tough start
for the kids in our neighborhood. Clark School
is still closed because of PCB contamination.

(Please see: Notes, p9)

